RISING TORONTO ARTIST ALI GATIE ANNOUNCES DEBUT
ALBUM YOU SET FOR RELEASE ON OCTOBER 18TH VIA WARNER
RECORDS, SHARES NEW SONG & VIDEO “USED TO YOU”
WATCH HERE - LISTEN HERE

CELEBRATES RIAA GOLD CERTIFICATION OF "IT'S YOU" WITH
OVER HALF A BILLION STREAMS WORLDWIDE

DOWNLOAD YOU COVER ART HERE

October 4, 2019 (Los Angeles, CA) – Clocking half-a-billion total streams and rising, Toronto singer
and songwriter Ali Gatie announces his debut album YOU will be arriving October 18th via Warner
Records. In honor of the announcement, fans can check out a brand new song and music video with
lyrics from Ali entitled “Used To You.” Distilling R&B grooves, an undercurrent of alternative sensibility
and unassuming pop ambition into another bold anthem, the track highlights Ali Gatie's vivid lyricism
and tight songcraft. As always, everything culminates on an undeniable soaring hook steeped in soul
and spirit.
Additionally Ali Gatie announces his latest track "It's You" has reached RIAA Gold Certification in the
U.S. “It’s You” has generated over half a billion cumulative streams worldwide and staked out real
estate on the Billboard Hot 100 for 13 weeks. It has also earned platinum certification in Canada and
Australia and gold certification in the U.S., Netherlands, Sweden, Norway, Ireland, New Zealand,
Finland and Switzerland.
Raised in Toronto and of Iraqi descent, 22-year-old Ali Gatie has quietly ascended as a singular voice in
the culture. Within two years since his first independent release, his cumulative streams impressively
have surpassed 758 million. His previously released track “Moonlight” also put up staggering
numbers, nearing 112 million total streams. Ali Gatie's rise has been chronicled by the likes
of Complex, Billboard, Forbes, Genius and many more. Moreover, he has attracted a devout and
diehard fan base affectionately dubbed The LSN’ers, who not only fervently consume his music, but
they hang on to every word (and post) on social media.
YOU opens up Ali’s world for the first time.
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